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The low energy alibration of the LETGS is best ahieved by observing nearby hot white dwarfs. White dwarfswith e�etive temperatures greater than 20000 K and photospheres omposed of pure hydrogen should produefeatureless ontinua that an be used to derive any real variations in the response. Furthermore, the photospherimodels of hot white dwarfs are onsidered to be well understood, and their X-ray emission overs the low energyrange of interest (0.065�0.277 keV, � > 45 �A). The geometry of the HRC-S/LETG dispersion simpli�es alibrationby onstraining all observable emission to 1st order.The white dwarfs hosen as alibration targets are Sirius B and HZ 43. Sirius B is our primary target for the lowenergy alibration e�ort. It is the nearest white dwarf, the seondary of the binary system � CMa. Reent analysesof Sirius B observations by EXOSAT, EUVE, and IUE have led to preision in the determination of its fundamentalparameters Te� and log g (Holberg et al. 1998). As a result, we are most on�dent of the emission models for Sirius Band have adopted the model parameters Te� = 25000 K and log g = 9:0 (Holberg et al. 1998).HZ 43 is brighter in X-rays than Sirius B; however, we have less on�dene in the knowledge of model parameters.We therefore use it as a omparison hek with our Sirius B analysis. Additionally, sine HZ 43 is relatively bright,it will be useful for monitoring the QE with minimal observation time required. For HZ 43 we adopt Te� = 51000 Kand log g = 7:9 (Barstow et al. 1997).For energies in the mid-range of the LETGS (0.2�0.8 keV, � < 60 �A) we observed the bright and relatively nearbyquasar 3C 273 (z = 0:158). By applying a simple power-law emission model, we perform an analysis proedure similarto that with the white dwarfs and attempt to derive orretions for the LETGS e�etive area over this energy range.3C 273 is a muh harder soure than the white dwarfs, with X-ray emission up to the LETGS high energy limit of� 6.0 keV. The hard spetrum (E > 1.0 keV) has been well-�t with a power-law index of � �= 1:6 (Kriss et al. 1999;Orr et al. 1998; Yaqoob, Serlemitsos, Mushotzky 1994). The analysis of 3C 273, however, has several ompliations.The spetrum shows a possible break over 0.5�1.0 keV, whih an be modeled by a ompound power-law (Kriss etal. 1999; Leah, MHardy, Papadakis 1995). The energy range of the break overlaps our range of interest. Analysisis further ompliated by LETGS high order ontributions. For this preliminary work we adopt a single power-lawmodel with � = 1:62 whih provides a reasonable �t to the data when a signi�ant amount of high order ontributionis onsidered.In x 2.we present the observations and disuss bakground subtration and spetral extration; in x 3.we derivea orretion to the e�etive area, from whih we derive a new HRC-S QE and rebuild the LETGS e�etive area forthe low energy range intrinsially orrelated with the LETGS dispersion; and in x 4.we disuss further work towardsa omplete alibration of the LETGS over its entire ative energy range.2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTIONS2.1. HRC-S Bakground Redution: Pulse-Height Amplitude FilteringThe bakground rate in the HRC-S is muh higher than pre-ight expetations due to a timing error in its anti-oinidene shield. Currently, the HRC-S rate is about 7� 10�5 ounts s�1 arse�2, or 0.12 ounts per pixel in 105seonds. A dispersed line in the LETGS is between about 20 and 65 pixels tall (ross-dispersion diretion) and 7pixels wide (FWHM), and therefore lies on top of roughly 15�55 bakground ounts in a 105 seond exposure.Fortunately, the HRC-S bakground an be redued by fators of a few to several by appropriate data �ltering.Inluded in the Chandra image �les are data reording various signal amplitudes assoiated with eah detetedevent. The most important of these signals is the \pha" (pulse height amplitude), whih reords the total olletedharge for eah event. Exluding the highest pha hannel (255) redues the bakground by typially 25% with anegligible (� 1%) loss of X-ray events. Larger redutions (up to � 80%) an be attained by using position-dependentpha �ltering. This is made possible by: the small but useful energy resolution of the HRC-S; the di�erene in phadistributions of X-ray and partile bakground events; and the known orrespondene of photon energy with detetorposition for grating-dispersed spetra. For monohromati photons inident upon the HRC-S, the 1� width of the phadistribution at a given point on the detetor is about 0.22 times the mean pha value. The distribution for bakgroundevents, in ontrast, is relatively broad and at (see Figure 1). By seleting a range of pha values around the X-raymean, one an then exlude events outside the spei�ed pha range, greatly reduing the number of bakground eventswith little loss of X-ray events. To implement the �ltering with ease, we have developed a pha-�ltering software tool.Further details of our HRC-S bakground �ltering proess will be published elsewhere by Wargelin et al.



Figure 1. Pulse height spetra of X-rays and bakground. X-ray spetrum is a sum taken from detetor regions(128 � 128 pixels in size) where the mean pha value = 90�1. The ontribution from bakground, whih is less than4%, has been subtrated. Bakground spetrum is taken from a larger area. Channel 255, whih ontains roughly25% of the bakground events, has been trunated for display purposes.Preliminary tests of our pha-�ltering tool show typial bakground redutions of 60% with 2% X-ray loss, 65%with 5% X-ray loss, and 75% with 15% X-ray loss. Results using a bakground spetrum from an observation ofthe binary star, Capella, are shown in Figure 2. Note that �ltering is more e�etive at long wavelengths, where thepeak of the X-ray pha distribution is further below the mean of the bakground pha distribution. It is expeted thatminimal (� 2% X-ray loss) pha-�ltering will beome a part of the standard data proessing pipeline by April 2000.Observers an then apply tighter �ltering as their partiular needs require.2.2. Low Energy Calibration Observations and Spetral ExtrationsThe observations from whih we alibrate the low energy response of the LETGS are listed in Table 1. Threeobservations of Sirius B (Chandra OBSIDs 1421,1452,1459), with a total valid observation time of 41178 seonds,were o-added to maximize signal-to-noise. HZ 43 (OBSID 59) and 3C 273 (OBSID 460) were eah observed only one,for 39833 seonds and 40300 seonds, respetively. The absorption olumn densities relevant to these observationsare ompiled in Table 2. Table 1. LETGS Calibration ObservationsOBSID(s) Target Exposure Time(kse)(1421,1452,1459) o-added Sirius B 40.259 HZ 43 39.9460 3C 273 40.3



Figure 2. The LETG+HRC-S bakground spetrum for an observation of Capella using an optimized parabolispetral extration window and �ltered by pulse height to di�erent levels of X-ray loss (see text). The urves fromthe top down orrespond to: no �ltering; pha=255 events removed with 0% X-ray event loss; �ltering with 2% X-rayloss; 5% X-ray loss; and 15% X-ray loss. The units of the y axis are total events/bin with a bin size of one pixel(6.43 �m, or .0074 �A). Exposure time was 85 kse.Table 2. H I, He I, He II olumn densitiesTarget log NH I log NHe I log NHe II Referene(m�2) (m�2) (m�2)Sirius B 17.72 16.77 16.34 Holberg et al. 1998HZ 43 17.94 16.81 16.64 Barstow et al. 19973C 273 20.26 19.22 18.26 Stark et al. 1992The spetra were extrated using a proedure we have developed to optimize signal-to-noise for the LETGSdispersion. For the HRC-S QE analysis we wanted to retain as muh data as possible, so the observations were�ltered onservatively for bakground (pha=5�200 for � 2% soure X-ray loss; as desribed in x 2.1.). The LETGSextration region whih we employ (Figure 3) is de�ned by two parabolae. Its width varies with wavelength and hasbeen optimized to math the astigmati ross-dispersion of the Rowland irle geometry, while inluding as muhof the di�rated spetrum as possible and minimizing the inluded bakground. The bakground regions are takenjust outside the extration region. The extration eÆieny varies from � 90% for short wavelengths to � 95% forlongest wavelengths.



Figure 3. A simulation of a at spetrum designed to illustrate the broadening of the LETGS pro�le in theross-dispersion diretion, and the e�etiveness of the optimized paraboli spetral extration region.3. EFFECTIVE AREA AND QUANTUM EFFICIENCY ANALYSISThe model of Sirius B for whih we have the most on�dene is a pure hydrogen non-LTE white dwarf emissionmodel with Te� = 25000 K and log g = 9:0 (Holberg et al. 1998). The ux unertainties in this model are estimatedto be less than 10%. Employing the model we derive a orretion to the Chandra LETGS e�etive area for energiesbelow C-K� at 0.277 keV (� > 45 �A). Though we make the initial orretion in terms of the e�etive area, thefundamental orretion is applied to the model of the HRC-S QE. The other omponents of the e�etive area(the High Resolution Mirror Assembly e�etive area, HRC-S UV/ion shield transmission, LETG eÆieny, and theextration region eÆieny) are independently alibrated with good auray. The orretions we present here areintrinsially linked to the dispersion of the LETG, as spei� wavelengths/energies orrespond to spei� loationson the HRC-S. LETGS positive and negative spetral orders are treated separately.In Figure 4, we show the pre-ight e�etive area model-predited spetrum for Sirius B ompared with theLETGS observed spetrum. The omparison suggests that the pre-ight HRC-S QE overestimates the spetrum byan average fator of about 1.6.We orret the e�etive area by taking the ratio of the pre-ight model and the in-ight data. We smooth theurves by binning the data by 100 pixels (1 pixel = 0:0074 �A). The derived orretion urves are shown in Figure 5.We assume that the pre-ight model is good for energies greater than 0.277 keV, and we fore the ratio to be 1.0 atthis energy and above. The energy 0.277 keV also orresponds to the limit of usefulness of Sirius B; the white dwarfhas no measurable emission shortward of 45 �A (E > 0.277 keV).Applying the orretion urves to the HRC-S QE model, we rebuild the LETGS e�etive area. The resultant\orreted" LETGS e�etive area is shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the \orreted model" spetrum overlayed onthe Sirius B data. Indeed, our model now has \perfet" agreement with the data below 0.277 keV. In Figure 8 twomodel-predited spetra of HZ 43 (Te� = 51000 K and log g = 7:9, Barstow et al. 1997; and D.S. Finley) generatedwith the new HRC-S QE are ompared to the LETGS observed spetrum. The independent agreements betweenthese models and the data are good to 10�15%, whih is within the unertainties in the models.



For the alibration of the mid-range energies linking the new low energy response to the previously alibratedresponse above 0.277 keV, we use the quasar 3C 273. We derive our power-law parameters (� = 1:62 and norm= 0:025) from a preliminary �t of an ACIS+HETG spetrum of 3C 273. This Chandra instrument ombination isoptimized for the higher energy targets, and unlike the HRC-S, it is apable of separating spetral orders.There are some ompliations inherent in using 3C 273 for this alibration. For example, there are a wide varietyof power-law photon indies reported in the literature for di�erent energy bands of the 3C 273 spetrum. Also, thereare di�ering opinions over where (and whether or not) a simple power-law breaks into a ompound power-law. As aresult, there are many ways to ahieve a reasonable �t of the power-law model to the data. One way is to vary theindex �. Another is to employ a 2-part power-law model with a break in the 0.5�1.0 keV energy range.For proper analysis of LETGS spetrum of 3C 273 it is essential to inlude higher order ux. The importane ofhigher orders is illustrated in Figure 9. The dashed urve shows the single power-law model omputed for 1st orderonly, ompared with the LETGS observed spetrum. This model falls 20�50% below the observed data over theenergy range of 0.2�0.8 keV (� � 15�60 �A). However, we �nd a good �t with � = 1:62, if a signi�ant ontributionto the spetrum by higher orders is onsidered. The solid urve in Figure 9 shows the model with LETGS orders 1�5summed (� O(1�5)) ompared with the observed spetrum. From this analysis it looks quite reasonable to employ asimple, single power-law model. The \�t" suggests that our urrent model of the HRC-S QE above 0.277 keV is good.Though the unertainties in model parameters and order ontributions make the proess of absolute alibration with3C 273 ompliated, broadband QE veri�ation with 3C 273 indiates that our urrent model of HRC-S QE over theenergy range 0.2�0.8 keV (� � 15�60 �A) is good to � 15%.In Figure 10 we show the in-ight alibrated Chandra LETGS e�etive area for 0th order on-axis, ombinedpositive and negative dispersed 1st order, 2nd order and 3rd order.4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONSAs a result of the reent in-ight alibration e�ort, we have a muh better understanding of the LETGS low energyresponse. Preliminary study has revealed that the pre-ight HRC-S QE model overestimates the true response byan average fator of about 1.6. With this new knowledge, we have alibrated the Chandra LETGS below 0.277 keV,and have derived an HRC-S QE intrinsially linked to the LETG dispersion, over the long wavelength range of45�185 �A (E � 0.065�0.277 keV). We will ontinue to monitor the low energy response for hanges and willapply �ne-tuning to the model as the need arises. There remains muh work to be done over the mid-range of theLETGS, partiularly in the region of 0.3�1.0 keV, as 3C 273 is a ompliated soure to model over these energies.It will most likely require a two-part broken power-law in order to get a more aurate alibration. A rigorouserror analysis is also needed. Most of the errors presented here are simply the statistial errors assoiated with thedata; there are many systemati errors whih have not been treated properly. All of these issues are urrently beingaddressed and LETGS alibration is on-going. Readers are referred to the LETGS Observer Information web page(http://as.harvard.edu/al/Links/Letg/User/) for more detailed and urrent information.Speial thanks to the many teams who have helped make Chandra a suess. DP, JJD, COJ, VK, HLM, PWR,and BJW were supported by Chandra X-ray Center NASA ontrat NAS8-39073 during the ourse of this researh.REFERENCESBarstow, M.A., Doobie, P.D., Holberg, J.B., Hubeny, I., Lanz, T., 1997, MNRAS, 286, 58Grandi, P., et al. , 1997, A&A, 325, L17Holberg, J.B., Barstow, M.A., Bruhweiler, F.C., Cruise, A.M., Penny,A.J., 1998, ApJ, 497, 935Kriss, G.A., Davidsen, A.F., Zheng, W., Lee, G., 1999, ApJ, 527, 683Leah, C.M., MHardy, I.M., Papadakis, I.E., 1995, MNRAS, 272, 221Orr, A., Yaqoob, T., Piro, L., White, N.E., Grandi, P., 1998, A&A, 337, 685Stark, A.A., Gamie, C.F., Wilson, R.W., Bally, J. Linke, R.A., Heiles, C., Hurwitz, M., 1992, ApJS, 79, 77Wargelin, B.J., et al. , in preparationYaqoob, T., Serlemitsos, P., Mushotzky, R., 1994, PASP, 46, L49



Figure 4. Comparison of the pre-ight model-predited spetrum for Sirius B with the LETGS observed spetrumindiate that the pre-ight low energy HRC-S QE is overestimated by an average fator of about 1.6. Dashed lineis the model, solid line is the model/1.6, and dotted lines are the 1� statistial errors on the data. Positive andnegative orders plotted separately.



Figure 5. Chandra LETGS e�etive area orretion urves derived from model-to-data omparison with Sirius B.Solid line is the orretion to the positive orders and the dotted line is the orretion to the negative orders.

Figure 6. Chandra LETGS e�etive area, orreted at low energies (E < 0:277 keV). The solid line is the positive1st order and the dotted line is the negative 1st order. Dropouts to zero are aused by the plate gaps. Positive andnegative order gaps our at di�erent wavelengths due to displaement of HRC-S enter from telesope enter.



Figure 7. Re-Comparison of the \orreted" model-predited spetrum for Sirius B with the LETGS observedspetrum. Positive and negative orders plotted separately.



Figure 8. Comparison of two di�erent model-predited spetra for HZ 43 with the LETGS observed spetrum.Both models show good overall agreement with the data to � 10%. Positive and negative orders plotted separately.



Figure 9. Comparison of the 1st order model-predited spetrum (dashed urve) and the �O(1�5) model-preditedspetrum (solid urve) for 3C 273 with the LETGS observed spetrum. The summed orders model shows goodagreement with the observed spetrum over the energy range 0.2�0.8 keV, illustrating the signi�ane of high orderontributions. Positive and negative orders plotted separately.



Figure 10. Chandra LETGS e�etive area for 0th order on-axis (dashed urve), 1st order dispersed (solid urve),2nd order (dash-dot-dot-dot urve), and 3rd order (dotted urve). Dropouts are aused by the plate gaps. They donot go to zero beause the positive and negative order gaps our at di�erent wavelengths due to the displaementHRC-S enter from telesope enter.


